Abstract
Introduction
In the foreseeable future, classroom teaching will still be a mainstream. But the class structure, materials, method and hardware will be different from those of traditional classroom teaching. Multimedia and tradition way of teaching will be complementary and lead the new trend of teaching [1] . Multimedia teaching aboard is derived from audio-visual instruction, or named audio-visual education programme domestically. This later developed into computer aided instruction and computer teaching. With the development of technology, there has emerged multimedia technology with computer at its core and multimedia-aided teaching.
In traditional way of teaching, knowledge in textbooks and coaching materials is developed in a linear way with a logic order. In the course of teaching, students are passive and dependent on teachers and lack the flexibility of self-study. In contrast, multimedia teaching is organized in a way that fits human perception. It can make up for the weaknesses in traditional teaching. This paper studies the English teaching system in multimedia network and provides a Gray Hierarchy Evaluation model based on Matlab to have an all-round evaluation on teaching systems. It hopes to provide scientific analytical method for the improvement of the new teaching system.
Many people pay efforts to study the teaching system in multimedia network and Gray Hierarchy Evaluation method that enables a successful combination of method and technology, laying a solid foundation for the development of multimedia English teaching. Xiao Dejun (2009) and some others from the Foundation Department of Changzhou Institute of Light Industry Technology, propose that the mode of English teaching and learning in multimedia network has charted the correct direction. And an integrated scientific evaluation
Establishment of the Evaluation Index System
With the rapid development of scientific technology, multimedia network classroom emerged in campuses of all levels. This paper studies the English teaching system in multimedia network, establishes the evaluation index system for multimedia teaching. By doing so, it hopes to evaluate the quality of the system in a proper and effective way.
The teaching system in multimedia network can be simplified as the following model in Figure 1 . 
Mathematical model of Gray Hierarchy Evaluation
Based on the English teaching evaluation index system in multimedia network, we should also confirm the weight of indexes in order to learn about the proportion of every index. Many methods are available, including AHP, experience method, expert estimation method, weighted statistical method and statistical method of frequency. This paper adopts the Gray Hierarchy Evaluation that divides the results into five classes: Best, Better, Normal, Worse and Worst. This paper will start by illustrating the second-class indexes B1, B2, B3, B4 and B5. The set of the first-class evaluation index A is known as (1)
The corresponding weigh of indexes in (1) is shown as in (2)  
The corresponding weigh of indexes in (3) is expressed by (4)  
The process of Gray Hierarchy Evaluation includes confirming the gray class of evaluation, working out evaluation class, calculating sampling matrix, calculating gray evaluation coefficient, constructing gray evaluation weight matrix, checking results and indicating the gray class of indexes.
Confirming the Gray Class of Evaluation.
This paper classifies 5 gray classes, namely, , the whitening weight function 1 f is expressed by (5) .
, the whitening weight function 2 f is expressed by (6) . , the whitening weight function 4 f is expressed by (8) . 
Calculating the Sampling Matrix
According to the evaluation ij D by the first commentator based on evaluation index ij U , we construct the sampling matrix D of the system to i U . The sampling matrix is expressed by (10) . 
Calculating the Gray Evaluation Coefficient
For the evaluation index ij U , the gray evaluation coefficient of the e gray class of the commented object is expressed by ije X and the algorithm is expressed by (11) .
For the evaluation index ij U , the overall gray evaluation coefficient of the commented object of all gray classes is expressed by ij X and the algorithm is expressed by (12) .
Constructing Gray Evaluation Weight Matrix
For the evaluation index ij U , the overall gray evaluation weight of the e gray class of the commented object is expressed by r ije and the algorithm is expressed by (12) . From al vectors, we can get the gray evaluation weight matrix i R of i U of the commented object, as is expressed by (15) . 
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Indicating the Gray Class
The comprehensive evaluation results B of the commented object are presented in vectors. These vectors describe the characteristics of all gray classes and can be used to indicate the gray class of the commented object. The normalized processing for vector B results in a binary vector as is shown in (19). The algorithm of comprehensive evaluation value z is expressed by (20).
Empirical Research and Algorithm based on Matlab

Algorithm Process
The algorithm process based on Matlab is shown as Figure 3 . 
Index Data Editing
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Index Weight of Three Classes based on Matrix
The matrix of the second-class index is shown in (21). 
Research Results
From the above statement we can get the scores of each second-class index of 30 teaching systems, comprehensive scores and the grade gray cluster, as is shown in Table 2 . 
Conclusion
This paper uses Gray Hierarchy Evaluation method to evaluate 21 indexed of 30 teaching system in multimedia network and gets the gray classes of each system.
The evaluation algorithm proposed in this paper can function well in Matlab software. It provides a theoretical foundation for the evaluation system to be accessible.
